
As the global workforce becomes more mobile, businesses face pressure to become more mobile as well. But 
when processes and people leave your office walls, the lack of access to information and connection to business 
systems can create challenges—especially when network connectivity is sparse or nonexistent.

No internet connection? No problem!

With a mobile briefcase capability, OnBase equips your mobile workforce—from sales teams to HR recruiters to 
visiting nurses—to access information and drive business processes from their iPad or Windows tablet devices, 
even without an internet connection.

5 ways you can benefit from the 
OnBase mobile offline experience



  MAINTAIN EASY ACCESS TO ALL NEEDED DOCUMENTS

Staff no longer need to email themselves or print 
out documents to ensure access to up-to-date 
information. While working on their tablet device, 
they simply select specific content to take offline, 
and OnBase intelligently ensures that all related 
documents and forms are also accessible. In 
addition, OnBase can automatically assign work to 
a user’s mobile briefcase based on certain rules or 
business processes.

  COLLECT INFORMATION AND SIGNATURES

Staff easily complete electronic forms, add notes to 
documents and capture electronic signatures directly 
on their tablet device—even when disconnected 
from the network. Forms inherit information from 
related documents to improve the experience for 
both mobile workers and the customers, clients or 
patients they serve.

  CAPTURE IMAGES TO BUILD A FILE

While offline, field or traveling workers use 
their device’s camera to capture images —from 
photographic evidence to injury photos to images 
of required documents. Then staff can easily 
associate captured images to other content in 
OnBase, such as completed forms, to create a 
complete file. 

  SUPPORT SECURITY AND AUDIT NEEDS

The OnBase mobile apps automatically inherit 
permission settings from OnBase, ensuring 
that staff only access, complete and upload the 
documents, forms and images appropriate for 
their role. And with an audit trail of all changes 
employees make to disconnected documents, you 
ensure full visibility once they’re synchronized 
back into OnBase. 

  CONTINUE BUSINESS-CRITICAL PROCESSES TO  
 BOOST PRODUCTIVITY

By enabling your mobile workforce to interact 
with and update key content while offline, you 
minimize process delays and ensure continuity 
for work that depends on offsite data collection. 
When an internet connection becomes available, 
staff easily sync new or updated content back 
into OnBase—automatically continuing related 
processes or triggering new processes.

Learn more about the OnBase mobile offline 
experience at OnBase.com/Mobile »
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What can your workforce accomplish with the OnBase 
mobile offline experience?

https://www.onbase.com/product/core-platform-strengths/mobile#.WDxfqXeZMUE

